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Introduction
Processors 1, ? ., m are available to process tasks 1, , N. Each processor can process one task at a time, each task can be processed by one processor at a time, any processor can process any task and interruptions in processing as well as switches of a task from one processor to another are allowed. Task j requires an amount X, of processing, where we assume that X1, ---, XN are exponentially distributed random variables, with parameters A, 1, * , AN. We assume X,'s to be independent of each other and to be independent of the manner in which tasks are assigned to processors. Processor i can provide an amount si of processing per unit time. Thus if only processor i is used to process task j, the processing 188 GIDEON WEISS AND MICHAEL PINEDO will be completed in time T = Xj/s, where T is an exponential random variable with parameter Ajsi. More typically task j will be processed by some processor i, for duration t1, followed by processor i2 for duration t2, etc. until ts, + t2S + . .
+ tkSik reaches the value X,. Starting at time 0, a cost per unit time g(U) is incurred at time t, where U C {1, ---, N} is the set of uncompleted tasks at t. We look for scheduling rules which minimize the expected cost over [ In Section 2 of this paper we formulate the problem of minimizing cost as a semi-Markov decision problem, and derive a criterion for the optimality of a scheduling rule. In Section 3 we find conditions on the cost rate g(U) under which SEPT or LEPT respectively is optimal. In Section 4 we list various cost rates g for which SEPT or LEPT is optimal. Among other things we show that SEPT minimizes the expected sum of task completion times (flowtime), while LEPT minimizes the expected time to the last task completion (makespan).
The semi-Markov decision problem considered here can also be interpreted as a reliability problem, assuming a system with m component locations in series, and N spares. Component location i causes a spare to wear out at rate s,.
Typically spare j will be used for time t, in location i1, then for time t2 in location i2 etc. until tS,, + ---+ tkSik reaches the value Xj and the spare fails, where X, is an exponentially distributed random variable with parameter A,. We show that the policy which is the analogue of LEPT maximizes the expected system lifetime.
This 
Formulation and an optimality criterion
The scheduling problem described above can be formulated as a semi-Markov decision process (see Ross We wish to find among all possible policies one which minimizes the expected cost over [0, oo). We need mainly to consider stationary policies -we say IT is a stationary policy if it takes action f E J(U) whenever the state is U, irrespective of the previous history and the time. If a stationary policy ir is used from time t when the state is U and onwards, we denote the expected cost over [t, oo) by G,(U). We denote by Gf,,,(U) the expected cost when f' is the action taken at state U, and iT is used from the next decision moment onwards. Because the action space is finite and because state 0 is absorbing for policies with finite expected cost (see Strauch [5] , Theorems 9.1 and 6.5), we have the following result. 
Optimality of SEPT and LEPT policies
In this section we find conditions on the cost rate function g under which SEPT or LEPT are optimal. By Theorem 2 we need to check Conditions (2) and (3), which involve only expected costs when using the priority policy. 
Applications
In this section we list some problems with cost rates satisfying the conditions of Theorems 3 or 4, so that SEPT or LEPT are optimal scheduling rules for them. We note that whenever we have m <N identical processors, that is s1 = s2 = ... = sm, the SEPT and LEPT rules are non-preemptive, thus they provide optimal non-preemptive policies. In general, when si > ... > sm SEPT and LEPT require preemptions, and we do not know what policies are optimal among the non-preemptive policies. We also note that the addition of processors with speed s = 0 does not change the SEPT or LEPT policies, hence allowing the insertion of idle time does not change the optimal policy. 
